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Abstract. Traffic guidance compliance behavior is influenced by many factors. The present study investigates the effect 
of Variable Message Sign (VMS) location on guidance compliance behaviors of drivers. Based on the State, Operator, 
and Result (SOAR) cognitive architecture, a SOAR agent framework of drivers’ traffic guidance compliance behavior is 
developed. The formation mechanism and the changes in the law of traffic guidance compliance behaviors of drivers, as 
well as the key factors of VMS location that affect drivers’ compliance behaviors are studied. These factors include the 
visual perception of drivers, memory representation, decision cycle, and learning mechanisms. Finally, traffic guidance 
compliance behavior based on the SOAR cognitive architecture is simulated multiple times to verify the effectiveness 
of different VMS locations. The simulation results show that setting the VMS a bit further away from the downstream 
intersection achieves better guidance effect. 
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Abbreviations

C: current vehicle;
F: front vehicle of C in the same lane;
LB: back vehicle of C in left adjacent lane;
LF: front vehicle of C in left adjacent lane;
LTM: long-term memory;
RB: back vehicle of C in right adjacent lane;
RF: front vehicle of C in right adjacent lane;
SOAR: state, operator and result;
STCA: symmetric two-lane cellular automata;
VMS: variable message sign;
WM: working memory.

Sets

L1: set of states in which ( ) ( )+ ≤1LB LBv t v t , 
( ) ( )+ ≥1LF LFv t v t ;

L2: set of states in which ( ) ( )+ = +1 1LB LBv t v t , 
( ) ( )+ =1LF LFv t v t ;

L3: set of states in which ( ) ( )+ =1LB LBv t v t , 
( ) ( )+ = −1 1LF LFv t v t ;

L4: set of states in which ( ) ( )+ = +1 1LB LBv t v t , 
( ) ( )+ = −1 1LF LFv t v t ;

R1: set of states in which ( ) ( )+ ≤1RB RBv t v t , 
( ) ( )+ ≥1RF RFv t v t ;

R2: set of states in which ( ) ( )+ = +1 1RB RBv t v t , 
( ) ( )+ =1RF RFv t v t ;

R3: set of states in which ( ) ( )+ =1RB RBv t v t , 
( ) ( )+ = −1 1RF RFv t v t ;

R4: set of states in which ( ) ( )+ = +1 1RB RBv t v t , 
( ) ( )+ = −1 1RF RFv t v t ;

( )+1CS t : set of the possible values of ( )+1Cv t .

Variables

( ),k ed s s : the distance between intermediate state sk
                      and goal state se;

( )sd s : the sensed congestion degree under state s;
( )ed s : the number of destinations under state s;

lC: length of cell;
( )om s : the temper level of drivers under state s;

ins : the decision times between the current cycle  
                 and the cycle which generates rule i;

inu : the utilization times of rule i;
lN : number of lane;
( )sN l : number of cells within the visual range of lane l;



 Nv: level number of the speed;
( )o s : the applied operator under state s;

( )p t : the congestion degree at time t;
cp : the utilization ratio of procedural rules;
cP : the critical utilization ratio of procedural          

                 rules;
qp : the utilization ratio of episodic rules;
L

QP : the critical utilization lower bound;
U
QP : the critical utilization upper bound;

( )r ep s : the total preference value under goal state se;
( )Xp t : the location of vehicle X at time t;

( )r s : the transition path that involves state s;

( )r s : the number of states involved in ( )r s ;

( )eT s : the real driving time with goal state se;

( ),T v l : the mean driving time on road l when the
                 guidance information is v;

( ),dT t l : the mean driving time on road l at time t;

( )rT l : the reference driving time on road l;

( )  vT v l : the effect of the shown congestion 
                  information v on the driving time on road l;

( )e eT s : the expected driving time with goal state se;
 vmax: maximum road speed;

( )Xv t : the speed of vehicle X at time t;

( )ω ,l c : the weight of cell c in lane l to the congestion
                 perceived by drivers;

( ) ( ) λ  , ,k e kd s s r s :  the weighting of ( )r ep s  for 
                               allocation to ( )ko s .

Parameters

α: used in the calculation of ( )r ep s ;
d: a random number in the interval 
                    [–0.2, 0.2];
hz : the threshold value of updating rules;

( )t s : the threshold value of selecting operators;
( ),h l c : 0 if the cell c of lane l is occupied, 

                      and 1 otherwise;
1
cc , 2

cc , βc : constants used in the calculation of pc;
1
qc , 2

qc , βq : constants used in the calculation of pq;

1f , 2f , 3f , 4f : constants used in the calculation 
                     of ( ),k ed s s .

Introduction

Traffic guidance compliance behavior is a basic problem, 
representing the perception of the guidance informa-
tion of drivers, the degree of trust in the information, 
and the variation patterns in the degree of driver trust. 
Compliance rate is the external manifestation of drivers’ 
guidance compliance behaviors; a high compliance rate 
is the foundation of an effective traffic guidance system 
(Wardman et al. 1997).

Two kinds of rate processing methods are em-
ployed in traditional theoretical guidance approaches 
and traditional system design. The first method presup-
poses the compliance rate, which is generally assumed 
to be 100% (Thakuriah, Sen 1996; Wang et al. 2006), or 
set as a constant between 0% and 100% (Deflorio 2003; 
Yin, Yang 2003). The second one uses random utility 
theory and user equilibrium theory as bases instead of 
the compliance rate; the multinomial probability model 
(Mahmassani, Liu 1999; Jou et  al. 2005), the theoreti-
cal model based on generalized extreme value (Bekhor, 
Prashker 2008), and the stochastic user equilibrium 
model (Daganzo, Sheffi 1977; Watling 2006), for exam-
ples. Regardless of the method, the guidance compliance 
rate is regarded as a static value. In practice, however, 
this rate is variable and changes with better understand-
ing of the guidance system after its implementation. 
Whether drivers comply with guidance information or 
not, expected travel time and costs, perception of guid-
ance information, familiarity with the road network, 
attitude toward risk, as well as the guidance informa-
tion release mode and display mode are taken into con-
sideration. All the elements and processes involved in 
the traffic guidance compliance behaviors should not 
be considered as absolute rationality. Jou et  al. (2005) 
proved the bounded rationality of drivers’ decision-
making behavior. Theoretically, therefore, it is extremely 
difficult to describe driver’s perception of guidance in-
formation, familiarity degree with the road network, and 
attitude toward risk, as well as the VMS location and the 
release mode of guidance information when traditional 
methods are adopted. Many researchers found that the 
actual compliance rate is different from the expected 
one. Many studies also analyzed the reasons of driver’s 
low compliance rate. Drivers believe that:

 – guidance information is unnecessary because 
they are familiar with the network; 

 – they do not notice, understand, or trust the guid-
ance information; 

 – the information is received too late as the drivers 
have already chosen a path; 

 – the legibility distance of VMS is too short to read 
the guidance information, thereby causing them 
to miss the information (Bonsall, Joint 1991; 
Cummings 1994; Swann et al. 1995; Tarry, Gra-
ham 1995; Erke et al. 2007).

Thus, more detailed simulations of drivers’ traffic 
guidance compliance behaviors are needed if guidance 
systems are expected to work effectively no matter in 
terms of theoretical analyses, practical investigation, or 
conclusions from scholars. Moreover, integrating multi-
disciplinary knowledge based on the multi-agent frame-
work platform to study the traffic guidance compliance 
behavior has been receiving increasing attention. In the 
present study, SOAR cognitive architecture is introduced 
into the multi-agent framework, which is adopted as the 
platform to investigate the effects of VMS location on 
drivers’ guidance compliance behaviors.
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1. SOAR Cognitive Architecture

SOAR is a general intelligent architecture developed by 
Laird et  al. (1987). It is a cognitive architecture with 
a wide range of applications, and mainly focuses on 
knowledge, thinking, intelligence, and memory. SOAR 
is constructed with the assumption that all goal-orient-
ed behaviors can be thought of as choosing an operator 
from a state. A state is a representation of the current 
problem-solving situation; an operator transforms a 
state (changes the representation) and produces a new 
state; and a goal is a desired outcome of the problem-
solving activity. As SOAR runs, it is continually trying to 
apply the current operator and select the next operator 
(a state can have only a single operator at a time), until 
the goal is achieved.

As shown in Fig.  1 (Marinier et  al. 2009), SOAR 
interacts with the environment through the perception 
and action interfaces. The environment is mapped into 

the WM through perception, and then the inner repre-
sentations are returned to external environment and ac-
tions are directed to act on the environment through the 
action interface. SOAR has two kinds of memories with 
different forms of representation: the WM describes the 
current problem-solving situation, whereas the LTM 
stores long-term knowledge. In SOAR, the current situ-
ation, including data from the sensors, the results of 
intermediate inferences, active goals, and active opera-
tors, is held in the WM, which is represented as a hier-
archical graph of states or goals. LTM contains produc-
tion memory, semantic memory, and episodic memory. 
SOAR chooses and applies operators through a decision-
making cycle, which is a fixed processing mechanism. 
Along with the decision-making cycle, SOAR has four 
different types of learning mechanisms, namely, rein-
forcement learning, chunking, episodic learning, and 
semantic learning. For a more detailed description of 
the modules and loops of SOAR, refer to Rosenbloom 
et al. (1987).

2. SOAR Agent Framework of Traffic Guidance 
Compliance Behaviors

The SOAR agent framework of traffic guidance and 
compliance behaviors of drivers is shown in Fig.  2. 
SOAR agent perceives external traffic congestion, the 
state of the adjacent vehicle, the control information 
and guidance information as the input. After the input 
is incorporated into the WM, the decision-making cy-
cle, which includes input, state elaboration, proposing a 
candidate operator, selecting and applying an operator, 
is completed with support from the procedural and the 
episodic memory. Although many aspects are involved, 
only the key factors, which affect the effect of VMS lo-
cation on traffic guidance compliance behaviors are in-
vestigated, including memory presentation, perception 
rules, decision-making cycle, and learning mechanisms.Fig. 1. SOAR architecture
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3. Visual Perception of Drivers

While driving, a driver perceives the external traffic en-
vironment through visual perception. In the scenario 
of traffic guidance compliance behavior in the present 
study, the adjacent vehicle state, traffic congestion within 
sight, and guidance information on a VMS are consid-
ered to be perceived visually.

3.1. Adjacent Vehicle States
The STCA model, proposed by Chowdhury et al. (1997), 
defines the lane changing rules of two-lane model: 

 – when the current vehicle accelerates or keeps 
limited speed, the front vehicle hinders it from 
maintaining its state;

 – the distance between the current vehicle and the 
front vehicle on the adjacent lane satisfies the re-
quirements for acceleration or maintaining lim-
ited speed;

 – the distances between the current vehicle and the 
front vehicle, back vehicle on the adjacent lane 
are both greater than the safe distance. As three 
directions of VMS downstream roads, involving 
turning left, moving forward and turning right, 
have their own dedicated lanes for turning, five 
perception points are adopted to describe the ad-
jacent vehicles (Fig. 3).

As shown in Fig. 3, the unfilled squares represent 
lane cells, the green-filled square denoted by C repre-
sents the current vehicle, and the red-filled squares de-
noted by LB, LF, F, RB and RF represent the back vehicle 
on the left adjacent lane, the front vehicle on the left ad-
jacent lane, the front vehicle on the same lane, the back 
vehicle on the right adjacent lane, and the front vehicle 
on the right adjacent lane, respectively. Suppose that 
the length of the cells is lc, the maximum road speed is 
vmax (which is divided into Nv intervals, = maxv cN v l  ), 
and the level number of the speed of each perception 
point is also Nv. Then, the actual speed range of level k 
is ( ) − 1 ,c ck l kl , k = 1, 2, …, Nv.

3.2. Effects of the State of Adjacent Vehicles on 
Different Drivers’ Lane-Changing Behaviors
The goal of drivers in the STCA model is to seek the 
maximum speed, that is, if the front vehicle prevents 
the current vehicle from accelerating or maintaining the 
maximum speed, and the adjacent lane provides the op-
portunity to accomplish the goal, then drivers will turn 
to adjacent lane to avoid decelerating. This assumption is 
not true for the lane-changing goal depicted in the traffic 
guidance and compliance scenario, where the vehicles 
are all close to the intersection, drivers will change lanes 
to choose the best downstream road with the guidance 
from VMS. Once safety is secured, all lane-changing 
behaviors are manifested. In Fig.  4, the letters in the 

squares identify the vehicles, and the numbers represent 
the speeds of the vehicles.

As shown in Fig. 4, vehicle C moves forward at a 
speed of 4. As no vehicle is positioned in front of it, C will 
not change lanes according to the STCA model. Moreover, 
even if C wants to change lanes, a collision will happen 
between C and B if C accelerates or maintains its current 
speed. Hence, C cannot change lanes safely. Nevertheless, 
C can change lanes by decelerating, according to the lane-
changing rules of traffic guidance compliance behaviors. 
Fig. 4 shows that when C takes the left lane at a speed of 
3, it will not collide with B. This kind of lane-changing 
behavior is allowed in this guidance scenario. Suppose 
that the speeds of vehicles C, LB, LF, F, RB and RF are ( )Cv t  , ( )LBv t , ( )LFv t , ( )Fv t , ( )RBv t  and ( )RFv t , and 
the locations of the vehicles are ( )Cp t , ( )LBp t , ( )LFp t  , ( )Fp t , ( )RBp t  and ( )RFp t . Take turning left as an ex-
ample, the conditions required for lane changing without 
collision are ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )+ − + > −1 1C LB LB Cv t v t p t p t  and 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )+ − + > −1 1LF C C LFv t v t p t p t  . In the guidance 
scenario, the driver can accelerate or decelerate to satisfy 
these lane-changing conditions, that is, ( ) ( )+ ∈ +1 1C Cv t S t  
and ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }+ = − +1 1, , 1C C C CS t v t v t v t . The states at 
which drivers can change lanes while considering the 
speed of the other vehicles are as follows:
L1: ( ) ( )+ ≤1LB LBv t v t , ( ) ( )+ ≥1LF LFv t v t . 
In such a state, when vehicle LB decelerates or 
maintains constant speed while LF accelerates or 
maintains constant speed, the condition for lane-
changing ( ) ( )∀ + ∈ +1 1C Cv t S t  should satisfy

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )+ − < + < + −1LB LB c C LF LF cp t v t p t v t v t p t p t .

L2: ( ) ( )+ = +1 1LB LBv t v t , ( ) ( )+ =1LF LFv t v t . 
In this scenario, when vehicle LB accelerates while 
LF maintains constant speed, the condition for 
lane-changing ( ) ( )∀ + ∈ +1 1C Cv t S t  should satisfy

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )+ + − < + < + −1 1LB LB c C LF LF cp t v t p t v t v t p t p t .

Fig. 3. Locations of adjacent vehicles

Fig. 4. Sketch maps of lane-changing in the guidance 
compliance scenario from t to t +1
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L3: ( ) ( )+ =1LB LBv t v t , ( ) ( )+ = −1 1LF LFv t v t . 
In this instance, when vehicle LB maintains con-
stant speed while LF decelerates, the condition for 
lane-changing ( ) ( )∀ + ∈ +1 1C Cv t S t  should satisfy

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )+ − + < + < + − −1 1 1LB LB c C LF LF cp t v t p t v t v t p t p t .

L4: ( ) ( )+ = +1 1LB LBv t v t , ( ) ( )+ = −1 1LF LFv t v t . When 
vehicle LB accelerates while LF decelerates, the condition 
for lane-changing ( ) ( )∀ + ∈ +1 1C Cv t S t  should satisfy

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )+ − + < + < + − −1 1 1LB LB c C LF LF cp t v t p t v t v t p t p t .

The agents of drivers in SOAR are divided accord-
ing to their characteristics, that is, conservative one, gen-
eral one and risk-based one. In states L1, L2, L3 and L4 
(the corresponding right-lane-changing conditions are 
R1, R2, R3 and R4), the lane-changing conditions of dif-
ferent types of drivers are as follows: the conservative 
driver should satisfy L1; the general driver should satisfy 
any of L1, L2 or L3; and the risk-based driver can change 
lanes in any of L1, L2, L3 or L4. The lane-changing rules 
corresponding to the state of adjacent vehicle are pre-
sented as a property (i.e., neighbor-pos) in the WM. The 
value of neighbor-pos is an 8-bit 0–1 component. When 
any state from L1 to L4 and from R1 to R4 is satisfied, 
the value of the corresponding bit is 1; otherwise, it is 0.

3.3. Traffic Congestion Situation within Sight 
Distance of Guidance Information on VMS
Traffic congestion within sight distance of the VMS is 
one of the bases for choosing downstream roads in the 
traffic guidance and compliance scenario. Road occupa-
tion in the field of vision is adopted to represent con-
gestion. The degree of congestion at time t is denoted 
by ( )p t :

( )
( ) ( )

( )
= =

=

ω
=

∑ ∑

∑

( )

1 1

1

, ,
l s

l

N N l

l c
N

s
l

l c h l c
p t

N l

, 

where: Nl represents the lane number; ( )sN l is the 
amount of cells within the visual range of lane l; ( )ω ,l c  

denotes the weight of cell c in line l to the congestion 
perception of the driver. A larger c has a smaller ( )ω ,l c  ;( ),h l c  is a 0–1 variable, where 1 represents the cth 
square in lane l is occupied, whereas 0 indicates unoc-
cupied square. The degree of congestion within the sight 
of the VMS is represented as sense-density, which is an 
attribute in the WM.

A three-digit variable with three levels is adopted to 
describe the congestion of the downstream roads shown 
on the VMS. The color on the VMS shows the degree of 
congestion: R (red) indicates severe congestion, Y (yel-
low) general congestion, and G (green) free-flowing traf-
fic. VMS-sign in the WM shows the information on the 
VMS. Its three components represent the left, forward, 
and right orderly.

4. Memory Representations

4.1. Working Memory
WM is the space where the short-term memory unit is 
stored to reflect knowledge related to the current situa-
tion, such as the current state and operator. WM consists 
of many objects that contain a set of attributes and val-
ues, represented by a hierarchical structure. Fig. 5 shows 
that the initial state of the agent is S1 in the guidance 
and compliance scenario. The sub state of S1 is S0. The 
agent runs in Lane 2 with its destination being Zone 3 
under S1; I1 is the input and output of S1 through the 
input-link and output-link attributes, respectively. The 
identifier of input-link is I3. The only attribute of I3 is 
a road denoted by R1, which represents the informa-
tion perceived (related to the road) from the external 
environment. The three attributes of R1 are VMS-sign, 
sense-density, and neighbor-pos. VMS-sign represents 
the congestion in the downstream roads shown on the 
VMS; sense-density represents the sensed congestion in 
the current road; and neighbor-pos represents the state of 
the adjacent vehicle, to satisfy the lane-changing rules in 
Section 3.3. The identifier of the output-link is I2, which 
represents all the possible output. The current operator 
shown in Fig. 5 is changing destination.

Fig. 5. Hierarchical structure of WM in SOAR
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4.2. Long-Term Memory
LTM is the space that stores all the achievements that 
can be created by users to complete specific functions. 
The LTM of the agent contains procedural memory and 
episodic memory. Both memories are represented by 
productions. Procedural memory represents consoli-
dated knowledge, whereas episodic memory provides 
cues when the procedural memory exhibits inefficient 
performance.

The production uses if–then logic to represent con-
dition–action. if represents the conditions governing the 
actions and then represents individual actions or behav-
iors. The following equation is an initial rule in LTM, 
written by stylized and precise representing form.

Sp { r1
(type=C)
(lane=2)
(VMS-sign=RRG)
(sense-density=2)
(neighbor-pos=00001111)
(destination=Zone 3)
— —>
(operator=select-R)
}

Sp stands for ‘SOAR production’ and starts every 
rule; ‘{’ starts the body of a rule, whereas ‘}’ ends the 
rule. The name of the rule immediately follows the ‘{’; — 
—> separates the if and then parts of the value. The name 
of the production rule is r1, which means that when the 
characteristic of the driver is conservative, the signs of 
the VMS are R, R and G; the sensed congestion is severe; 
the destination is Zone 3; and the conditions required to 
turn right are satisfied. Hence, the driver selects the road 
on the right. Only the partial initial rules of the SOAR 
agent are set, and it will learn to gradually update and 
add new rules in the process of decision making and 
feedback. Regardless of how perfect the initial rules are, 
they cannot contain or correctly contain all the think-
ing for decision making and preferences. Therefore, a 
period of training is required to complete the rule base 
and create realistic preferences, and enable the agent 
to simulate traffic guidance compliance behaviors bet-
ter. The effect of learning mechanisms is critical to the 
training process.

5. Decision Cycle and Learning Mechanisms

5.1. Decision Cycle
The decision cycle of the SOAR agent involves moving 
the current state to the goal state by proposing, com-
paring, selecting, and applying an operator. One rule in 
the rule base of LTM contains conditions, an operator 
that matches the conditions in the rule, and the numeric 
preference of the operator. Four kinds of operators are 
included in the present study. The first operator selects 
the direction (including selecting the forward, left or 
right direction). The second operator changes the con-
gestion situation; according to the external environment 
and experience, the drivers infer the downstream road 
conditions that they believe will be the most consistent 

with the truth. The third operator changes the driving 
goal from saving money (saving time) to saving time 
(saving money); saving money requires the drivers to 
choose the shortest path to the destination, and saving 
time requires the drivers to choose the path that entails 
the shortest travel time. The fourth operator changes the 
mood of the drivers; the drivers may feel relaxed when 
the accuracy of matching is high, whereas they may be-
come impatient when accuracy is low. The initial state is 
transferred to the goal state through many intermediate 
states by the operators. The decision cycle of the SOAR 
agent is shown in Fig. 6.

During input, the elements of the WM are created 
via perception and then valued. During elaboration, 
the contents of perceived information in the WM are 
matched against the if parts of the rules in the LTM. 
During operator proposal, all the matched rules are trig-
gered, and the operators in the triggered rules and their 
preferences are generated. During operator selection, the 
best operator of the current state is selected among the 
proposed operators by their preferences. If knowledge 
cannot sufficiently support decision making, such as 
when rules cannot be matched or the proposed opera-
tors cannot be compared, an impasse occurs and chunk-
ing begins. The sub states and the episodic memory are 
then used to support decision making. During opera-
tor application, when the operator selects a direction, 
then action outputs directly, whereas the other operators 
(changing the congestion situation, the driving goal, or 
moods) are selected, then the partial components of the 
current state are changed to an intermediate state by the 
operator. In turn, the intermediate state becomes the 
current state, and persists in the next decision-making 
cycle to move the problem to the goal state.

Fig. 6. Decision-making cycle
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5.2. Learning Mechanisms
In the present study, the learning mechanisms of SOAR 
agent include chunking, episodic learning, and rein-
forcement learning. The procedural memory and epi-
sodic memory are updated by chunking and episodic 
learning, respectively. Regardless of what kinds of mem-
ory are used to complete the decision-making process, 
reinforcement learning is necessary for updating prefer-
ences.

5.2.1. Chunking
Chunking is a basic learning mechanism for expanding 
the rules of the SOAR agent. When the rule system is 
unable to support the agent to make decisions, the cur-
rent state of the agent is called an impasse. An impasse 
signifies that the current WM has no available operators 
to move through the problem space; thus, a new rule is 
automatically created to solve the impasse. The produc-
tions and episodic memories which are related to the 
achieved result in the LTM are analyzed to establish the 
chunking rules.

Chunking consists of three parts: the conditions of 
an impasse, the methods for solving it, and the forma-
tion of a chunking rule. The characteristics of the op-
erator set are the basis for operator selection (Fig.  6). 
If the operator set is null or the difference between the 
best operator and the second best operator is smaller 
than ( )t s  which is the threshold value of selecting the 
operator directly corresponding to the current state s, 
then an impasse occurs. The procedure for solving an 
impasse is as follows: first, the attributes of the sub state 
are searched, and the triggered rules of the sub state are 
used to move the current state (the super state of the sub 
state) to the next. If an impasse also occurs in the sub 
state or its attribute is nil, the episodic memories related 
to the current state s are searched to select the best op-
erator. If there are no cues relating to s in the episodic 
memories, then the match accuracy decreases by a step 
size of λ. Subsequently, the current matched operators 
in the LTM are searched to move to the goal state. A 
chunking operator is added into the state in which the 
impasse occurs if the same chunking rule is matched hg 
consecutive times and the driving time of each is within 
the expectation which is:

( ) ( )− ≤ he e e zT s T s , 

where: hz is the threshold of updating rules; ( )eT s  rep-
resents the real driving time with goal state se; ( )e eT s  
represents the expected driving time with se;

( ) ( ) ( ) = +  ,e e d vT s T t l T v l , 

where: ( ),dT t l  is the mean driving time on road l 
at time t, representing the experience of the driver; 

( ) ( ) ( )  = −  ,v rT v l T v l T l  denotes the effect of the con-
gestion shown by guidance information on driving time; 

( ),T v l  denotes the mean driving time on road l when 
the guidance information is v; ( )rT l  represents the 
reference driving time on road l. In the present study, 

( )rT l  is the real driving time when the road occupancy 
rate is 0.5.

5.2.2. Episodic Learning
The rule cues, which have not become procedural rules, 
are stored as episodic memory. The episodic memory is 
used by the SOAR agent to simulate the scene memory 
function of the drivers. When the procedural memory is 
incapable of supporting a decision, the episodic memory 
is tapped. The rule cues entering into episodic memory 
include the following categories: 

 – when ( ) ( )− ≤ he e e zT s T s , the chunking rules are 
temporarily stored in the episodic memory. If the 
same chunking rule is generated hg consecutive 
times, then the rule is transferred to the proce-
dural memory; 

 – when the utilization ratio of procedural rules de-
noted by pc in the procedural memory are lower 
than the critical ratio denoted by PC:

   
β

+
=

+

1

2c

i c
c

i c

nu c
p

ns c
, 

where: nui represents the using times of rule i after it is 
generated; nsi represents the decision times between the 
current cycle and the cycle that generates rule i; 1

cc , 2
cc  , βc 

are all constants. 
To simulate the amnesia of the drivers, when the 

utilization ratio of the episodic memory denoted by pq 
is lower than the critical low bound denoted by L

QP , the 
memory is deleted:

β

+
=

+

1

2q

i q
q

i q

nu c
p

ns c
, 

where: 1
qc , 2

qc , βq are all constants. In addition, when 
pq is higher than the upper bound denoted by U

QP , the 
corresponding episodic memory is added automatically 
into the procedural memory.

5.2.3. Reinforcement Learning
The source of reinforcement learning is the feedback 
from the external environment, which can adjust the ex-
pectation of future rewards. These rewards are then used 
to choose the most expected actions in the future. The 
guidance compliance agent connects driving time to the 
total feedback of the applied operator. ( )r ep s  represents 
the total feedback when the final state se is achieved; it 
is calculated by ( ) ( ) ( ) α

 = − r e e e ep s T s T s , where α is 
set as 0.5. As the decision cycle of the traffic guidance 
compliance agent involves multiple states and operators, 
the total preference translated from the total feedback 
should be allocated to all the related operators. The al-
location proportion of each operator depends on the dis-
tance between its corresponding state and the goal state. 
The distance between the intermediate state denoted by 
sk and the goal state denoted by se is determined by the 
changed attributes using the following equation:

( ) ( ) ( )= − +


1,
f

k e s e s kd s s d s d s

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) − + − 


4
2 3

ff f
e e e k o e o kd s d s m s m s , 

where: ( )s ed s , ( )e ed s  and ( )o em s  represent the 
sensed congestion degree, the position number of des-
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tination area and the temper level of the driver under 
se, respectively; ( )s kd s , ( )e kd s  and ( )o km s  are the 
same meanings under sk; f1, f2, f3, f4 are all constants; 

( ) ( ) ( ) λ  , ,k e k r ed s s r s p s  is the feedback preference of 
( )ko s , which corresponds to the kth state in the state 

transition path of decision cycle t; ( ) ( ) λ  , ,k e kd s s r s  is 
the weighing of ( )r ep s  for allocation to ( )ko s . Moreo-
ver, it is the function of ( ),k ed s s  and ( )kr s which is the 
transition path that involves ks . 

( ) ( ) ( )

( )
( )

=

 λ = 

∑
1

1
,

, ,
1
,

k

k e
k e k r s

i ei

d s s
d s s r s

d s s

, 

where: ( )kr s
 
is the number of states involved in ( )kr s .

6. Numerical Simulation 

6.1. Simulation Environment
The road network shown in Fig. 7 is adopted to simulate 
the traffic guidance compliance behaviors of agents. The 
road network consists of five sections (s1–s5) and four 
nodes (1–4). s1 is a three-lane road, which corresponds 
to left-turning, forward-going, and right-turning, where-
as the other sections only have one lane; the lengths of 
the roads are shown in Fig. 7. The VMS is set on s1, d m 
away from the Node 2. Real-time traffic congestion is re-
leased as the guidance information and shown on VMS 
every five minutes. The different colors stand for differ-
ent road occupancies: green is for [0, 0.5], yellow for 
(0.5, 0.7] and red for (0.7, 1.0]. Node 2 uses two-phase 
control signals with a fixed period of 90 s, whereas the 
other nodes have no control signals. A microscopic traf-
fic flow simulation platform based on cellular automata 
is adopted; the length of the cell is 7.5 m, and the free 
flow speed is 60 km/h. The vehicles are required to pass 
along the VMS repeatedly to study the effects of VMS 
locations and change law of drivers’ guidance compli-
ance behaviors during a long period after adding a new 
VMS on s1. Hence, the vehicles enter s1 again through 
Node 1 if the departure frequency of Node 1 is matched 
when the vehicles exit Node 4. The departure frequency 
of Node 1 ranges from 0.2 to 0.8 with cyclical change 
to simulate peak and off-peak hours. The departure 
frequency of Node 1 is (0.6 + d ) units/sec during peak 
hours and (0.4 + d) units/sec during off-peak hours; d is 
a random number between [–0.2, 0.2]. The total simula-
tion time is 150 h; peak hours are alternated with off-
peak hours every hour.

6.2. Simulation Results and Analysis
6.2.1. Effects of VMS Locations on Traffic Flow
In the range of 0 to 200 m ahead of Node 2, VMS is lo-
cated in different locations on s1 with intervals of each 
20 m. 11 simulations are conducted under the simula-
tion conditions depicted in Section 6.1. Fig. 8 shows the 
average travel time of drivers during peak and off-peak 
hours with VMS in different locations.

Fig. 8 shows that the location of the VMS with the 
least average travel time is 100 m away from Node 2 dur-
ing off-peak hours – 8.6% less than the time when the 
VMS is located at the intersection. The effect of the VMS 
locations on travel time is greater during peak hours. The 
average travel time is larger than 900 s when the VMS 
is located near Node 2, whereas it is only 760 s when the 
VMS is 140 m away from Node 2, reducing travel time 
by 16.7%. Clearly, the location of a VMS is important in 
keeping roads smooth. Moreover, the optimum locations 
of VMS during peak and off-peak hours are different. 
During peak hours, the VMS should be located much 
farther from the downstream intersection. During peak 
hours, the traffic flow is heavy and the headway time is 
smaller, especially near the downstream intersection. If 
the VMS is too close to the intersection, the adjacent 
vehicle is not allowed to change lanes even though the 
driver wanted to do so. Meanwhile, the distance between 
the VMS and the downstream intersection should not 
be as far as possible. When the VMS is too far from the 
downstream roads, the drivers will misjudge the condi-
tions of downstream roads and choose the wrong route, 
thus affecting the average travel time of groups. Based 
on the simulation results, setting the VMS 100 to 140 m 
away from Node 2 is suitable.

Fig. 9 shows the average speeds of the vehicles on 
the downstream roads of VMS (s2, s3 and s4) in the last 
6  h when the VMS is set at Node 2 and 140  m away 
from the front of Node 2. The traffic flow presents evi-
dent cyclical features during peak and off-peak hours, 
but VMS locations have different effects on the speed of 
traffic flow on the downstream roads. When the VMS 
is set at Node 2, the speeds of traffic flow on roads s2, 
s3 and s4 during off-peak hours slightly differ, but the 
difference reaches up to 20% during peak hours. This 
is because traffic flow is small during off-peak hours, 
and each downstream road is relatively smooth; thus, 

Fig. 7. Simulation road network
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the road capacity is greater than traffic flow, and the 
drivers can choose any road and travel at high speeds. 
Therefore, the difference in speed among the vehicles is 
small. During peak hours, the capacities of the partial 
downstream roads of the VMS are close to saturation 
with the increase of traffic flow, whereas the other roads 
still remain relatively great capacities. In such a case, 
the drivers choose the different downstream roads of 
the VMS, which in turn affects their travel time more 
considerably; hence, the speed of traffic flow on differ-
ent roads varies obviously. Fig. 9a shows that when the 
VMS is set near Node 2, the traffic flow along the VMS 
cannot be effectively allocated to the downstream roads, 
which results in the unbalanced distribution of traffic 
flow on the downstream roads. Fig. 9b shows that when 
the VMS is set 140 m away from the downstream roads, 
the average travel speeds on the downstream roads are 
consistent regardless of peak and off-peak hour. The traf-
fic flow on the downstream roads is equally distributed, 
indicating that the effect of the guidance effect is better 
when the VMS is set a bit further from the intersection.

6.2.2. Lane-Changing Times
Once a vehicle enters within sight distance of the VMS, 
its lane-changing behavior is an important indicator that 
represents drivers’ guidance compliance. Fig. 10 shows 

the statistical failed lane-changing times within the 
length of one cell every 10 h when VMS is positioned 
at different locations (i.e., 0, 40, 80, 120, 160, and 200 m 
away from the intersections), reflecting the influence of 
VMS location on the traffic guidance compliance rate 
of drivers.

All the failed lane-changing numbers are not large 
in the initial stage of the simulation. As simulation pro-
gresses, the difference among the drivers’ failed lane-
changing times, which is affected by VMS locations, 
increases gradually. When VMS is closer to the intersec-
tion, drivers fail to change lanes more frequently. Hence, 
the different locations of the VMS have a huge effect on 
the consistence of drivers’ guidance compliance will and 
their guidance compliance behaviors. When the location 
of the VMS is closer to the intersection, drivers can fore-
cast traffic congestion on downstream roads more accu-
rately once they enter within sight distance of the VMS. 
Moreover, they can choose the smoothest downstream 
road more easily, but the probability of failing to change 
lanes is larger as the traffic flow becomes more congest-
ed. Hence, drivers cannot change lanes even if they want 
to, and the real compliance rate decreases. Therefore, 
setting the VMS a bit further from the intersection is 
more effective in increasing the traffic guidance com-
pliance rate of drivers. Nevertheless, the location of the 
VMS should not be set as far as possible from the inter-
section. Otherwise, the drivers may inaccurately assess 
actual traffic congestion on the downstream roads. This, 
in turn, causes them to doubt the accuracy of the infor-
mation shown on the VMS. Through multiple processes 
of feedback and learning, they decrease their will to 
comply with, even if no other factors (e.g., traffic jams) 
have an effect on their lane-changing behavior after they 
have entered within sight distance of the VMS. Their 
compliance rate drops as well.

6.2.3. Study Laws of Drivers’ Guidance  
Compliance Behaviors
Fig.  11 shows the probability of route switching with 
the same guidance information shown on the VMS and 
the same traffic condition, but at different hours of the 
day (i.e., peak and off-peak hours) and different VMS 
locations (i.e., the distances between VMS and the in-
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tersection are 0 and 140 m). The simulation is used to 
study the guidance effects of newly added VMS on s1 
and the change laws of these effects. During the initial 
stage of the simulation, as all the agents are newly added, 
a certain period is needed for the drivers to experience 
guidance from the VMS. This stabilizes the cognition of 
the accuracy of guidance information. Fig. 11 shows that 
the initial route switching rate is approximately 0.45, in-
dicating that 45% of the drivers choose a different route 
during this period when they encounter the same guid-
ance information twice. As the simulation progresses, 
the average route switching rate decreases to a steady 
state around the 30th day. This is the process by which 
the drivers gradually become familiar with the guidance 
performance of the VMS. When the drivers adapt to 
the guidance function of the VMS, the traffic guidance 
compliance behaviors of groups, which is represented 
by the guidance compliance rate, stabilizes whether the 
individual driver obeys the guidance information or not.

Although the average guidance compliance rate of 
drivers remains stable, the effects of different hours of 
the day and locations of the VMS on guidance compli-
ance behaviors of drivers are inconsistent. Fig. 11 shows 
that when the VMS is set 140 m away from the front of 
the intersection during peak hours, the route switching 
rate becomes smaller after the guidance compliance rate 
stabilizes. The average switching rate is only about 0.05, 
indicating that drivers seldom change their guidance 
compliance behaviors and habits once they have adapted 
to the guidance function of the VMS during peak hours. 
The average switching rate also shows that drivers are 
able to change lanes with their wills. Meanwhile, when 
the VMS is located 140  m away from the front of the 
intersection during off-peak hours, the route switching 
rate increases slightly (i.e., 0.08 on average). In such a 
situation, the cost incurred through lane-changing is 
slight because of the small traffic flow during off-peak 
hours, and drivers select the downstream roads with 
certain arbitrariness. Compared with the other three 
cases, setting the VMS at the intersection during peak 
hours has the greatest influence on route switching rate. 

The average switching rate reaches up to 0.15, but also 
fluctuates because when the VMS is located near the in-
tersection. Once the drivers enter within sight distance 
of the VMS and wish to choose a downstream road, 
the probability of failing to change lanes becomes huge. 
The drivers who fail to change lanes are forced into the 
road corresponding to current lane, resulting in different 
route choice results under the same conditions.

Conclusions

In the present study, the SOAR cognitive architecture is 
adopted to study the formation mechanism and change 
laws of the guidance compliance behaviors of drivers. 
Moreover, the effect and reason of setting VMS in dif-
ferent locations are analyzed. On the basis of the simu-
lation results, a range for the optimal VMS location is 
recommended. The present study is a basic research on 
the effective implementation of traffic guidance compli-
ance systems, and may provide a theoretical basis to set 
the optimal VMS location.

The location of a VMS is influenced by many fac-
tors, such as information release mode, road environ-
ment, vehicle composition and traffic flow etc. The com-
bined influence of these factors is difficult to assess by 
using a fixed analytical formula. Whereas multi-agent 
simulation based on the SOAR cognitive architecture is 
a good platform for integrating these factors, and serves 
as a comprehensive approach to study complex traffic 
behavior. The present study describes the perception, 
memory, decision making and learning which are in-
volved in traffic guidance compliance in detail from the 
perspective of individual drivers. Moreover, we investi-
gate the effect of VMS locations on the traffic guidance 
compliance behaviors through group phenomenon from 
multi-agent simulations. The present study is an attempt 
to combine cognitive science and simulation methods 
in studying traffic guidance compliance behaviors. As 
the research on traffic guidance systems becomes more 
extensive, and more attention is paid to traffic guidance 
compliance behaviors, better traffic guidance systems 
will be developed.
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